Dale's experince as...
• Author of books studied around the world,
• Newspaper columnist (nationally syndicated by King Features),
• Executive with two major corporations and two consulting companies,
• Head of his own nationally-known marketing research firm, and
• Founder of a creativity consulting organization,
has allowed him the opportunity to work with top industry leaders,
management thinkers, coaches and political figures. From this confluence of
wisdom, Dale has developed speeches and workshops designed to energize
audiences with the joy of working at the highest level, to “Think like a hero;
work like an artist.”
Dale is the founder of The Innovators’ Lab®, devoted to
developing and testing new ideas in management and
marketing. Participants have included Caterpillar, Avnet, NASA
and General Dynamics.
In addition to having written seven books, Dale writes two
weekly newspaper columns, both nationally syndicated by King
Features: “The Corporate Curmudgeon” and "J.T. and Dale
Talk Jobs." They appear in over a hundred newspapers around
the country.

“Dauten makes you
rediscover the joy
missing in your career
and yourself.”
Ken Elkins
former CEO of
Pulitzer Broadcasting

Dale’s unique background, combined with his lifelong interest
in creativity and his love of a good story, allow him to bring to
life the lessons of great organizations in practical, accessible
and memorable fashion. Preeminent organizations inspired by
his programs include…
- Best Western Hotels
- Los Alamos National Laboratory
- NASA
- First American Title
- Caterpillar

- Kraft Foods
- DR Horton Homebuilders
- ERA Realty
- Marsh
- Citibank

- Marriott
- Honeywell
- Wells Fargo
- VA Pharmaceutical Group
- and many more

“While Dauten’s work will
keep you up late reading,
his book is like a great
night’s sleep – leaving you
refreshed, renewed and eager
to try something new."
Bill McLaughlin
President and CEO,
Select Comfort
(creator of “The Sleep Number Bed”)

Programs:
The Gifted Boss
Dale has spent over a decade in search of the country’s best bosses and has
learned how great bosses create a “magnetic workplace” that is “the best
place for the best people” to work. This program includes stories of “talent
courtship” and the unusual ways that gifted bosses and employees connect.
Also, Dale coined the word “de-hiring” for the graceful ways in which the best
bosses renew or remove underperforming employees. The result is a program
filled with ideas that can be applied immediately and can make an immediate
impact on a team of leaders and decision-makers.

“Dauten’s work
clearly soars ahead
of his time. He
is the Obi-Wan
Kenobi of business
consultants.”
Steve Chandler
author

How To Enjoy Killing the Status Quo
Dale has also studied “gifted colleagues,” the people who are so good at what
they do they elevate the standards of everyone around them. You’ll encounter
surprising conclusions about “organizational energy flows,” and the amazing
leverage of “circles of helping.”
One executive was so enthused by hearing Dale speak to his managers
that he took the microphone and announced, “Before anyone leaves
today, I want you to write down three things you are going to do differently
because of this meeting. I’ll want you to give me a copy, because I’m
going to call you and follow-up.” There was no grumbling, no resistance,
because Dale had created that special energy where everyone was eager
to put new ideas to use, to “Think like a hero; work like an artist.”
The Curious Case of the Dead Idea (and Other Business Mysteries)
One of Dale’s clients challenged him with this request: “People at our meeting
are going to be tired and overwhelmed with data. We need something that
will be entertaining while getting them excited about making use of all the
information they’ve gotten.”
Dale’s response was to build a presentation around intriguing case studies that
confound the usual business logic. He turns these examples into “mysteries”
that get solved over the course of the presentation. These solutions, taken
together, explain “the logic of high-achievers” while inoculating participants
against the forces that block change, leaving the audience eager to get back to
the office and try playing the game of business at “the genius level.”
The Innovators’ Lab
Combine idea generation techniques with the message of “Killing the Status
Quo” and “The Curious Case” and you have a workshop that will yield
transforming ideas capable of renewing the energy of any team.

“You'll come back
again and again to
savor Dale's lively
stories and wisdom"
Doug Ducey
CEO and Chairman
Cold Stone Creamery
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